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“It is right that we should stand by and act on our
principles; but not right to hold them in obstinate

blindness, or retain them when proved to be
erroneous.”

― Michael Faraday
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Producing globally competant and quality
technocrats with human values for the holistic

needs of industry and society

Creating an outstanding infrastructure and platform for
enhancement of skills, knowledge and behavior of students towards
employment and higher studies.
Providing a healthy environment for research ,development and
entrepreneurship, to meet the expectations of industry and society.
Transforming the graduates to contribute to the socio-economic
development and welfare of the society through value based
education.

To be a hub for imparting knowledge, skills
and behavior for exemplary contributions in

the field of electrical and electronics
engineering

To impart technical education through the state-of-the-art
infrastructure facilities, laboratories and instruction.
To inculcate industry oriented learning through industry visits,
internships, project at Industries, MO U's, to make students’
technically skills oriented.
Creating conducive environment for higher education, employment
and entrepreneurship through quality education, professional skills
and research.
To promote societal commitment among students by inculcating
moral and ethical values.



Patron Messages

Lendi has carved a niche in the field of education in its region. Its quest
for knowledge and pursuit of excellence has led to its becoming one of
the most sought-after education destinations. The Institution has been
home for many academic and literary events which have enlightened
students, faculty and educationists in their respective areas.
        This Lakshya Annual Students Meet organized by the Department
of EEE is an attempt to assemble the leading experts and learners in
the field.
        I appreciate the efforts taken by Department of EEE, faculty
members and students for the success and I wish them all the best.

Learning is a process which extends beyond classrooms. In an effort to
widen our horizon, it is necessary to take part in events where different
perspectives meet and ignite, resulting in fresher and more innovative
outcomes.
          This Student Annual Meet is no doubt a platform to exchange the ever
expanding styles and strategies in the field of their study to benefit the
students of the coming generations.
        Livelihood in the society is not only through jobs, but it’s also a pleasure
for an engineer when he creates more jobs through entrepreneurship. For
having that exposure, he would use this kind of conventions.
I also congratulate the Head of the Department ,his team and students for
their efforts in organizing this event.

It gives me immense pleasure to note that the Departments of EEE is
organizing its Student Association Lakshya’s Annual Meet on 15th Feb 2020.
          I am sure this event will draw talent from all over the students
fraternity and create a great learning experience for all participants.
           Lendi believes in value-based education and allows engineers to
strengthen society ethically. Since its inception, it is striving hard to meet this
goal and I wish this event would also add value to the Institution’s vision.
           I appreciate the effort undertaken by the Departments EEE in the
organization of this event and hope and this event will be a literary event of
high standards.Sri P. Madhusudana Rao

Chairman

Sri K. Siva Rama Krishna
Secretary & Correspondent

Sri P. Srinivasa Rao
Vice-Chairman
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Dr. Hari Babu Thammineni
Professor & Vice-Principal

(Admin)

Dr. V.V. Rama Reddy
Principal

Dr.S.Sridhar
Vice-Principal
(Academics)

"Some people dream of success while others wake up and work".
"Success isn't just about what you accomplish in your life; it's about what
you inspire yourself and others to do".
          In order to be successful every student ought to possess the
qualities of being positive, being approachable, and expressing
affirmative thoughts and feelings through both verbal and nonverbal
communication. I strongly believe that the regular activities undertaken
by “LAKSHYA” will definitely inculcate such virtues in students to make
them emotionally intelligent and Self-Reliant. 
          I congratulate the team “LAKSHYA” on their flourishing and
relentless journey.

Students Associations’ aims may involve practice and propagation of a
certain professional hobby or cause, or to promote professional
development. They play an important role in college life by bringing together
like-minded students to engage in activities the society seeks to promote.
          I am delighted to know that the Lakshya Dept of EEE Students
Association is organizing its Annual Meet on February 15, 2020.
          It is always an exciting moment in life when students’ associations
celebrate such occasions. In the case of Lakshya, its reputation as an
association is evident from its dedicated leaders, its bright student members,
and its outstanding performers.
I extend my warmest wishes to all the members of Association. I am sure
that it will continue to maintain its excellence and character with greater
distinction.

Our daily attempt in creating a world-class facility to learn has evolved from
various ideas and serious involvement of people in creating and is
disseminating knowledge to the students of the Institution and to the learning
community across our region. Teaching is more than imparting knowledge, it is
inspiring change.
          Also learning is not just absorbing facts, it is acquiring understanding and
transforming to knowledge with an inspiration. I believe that these annual
students meets on Lakshya will drive such an inspiration.
          Small efforts, it is said, lead to big success. While this Students Annual
Meet is by no means a small effort, it is undoubtedly a big milestone in the
history of the Dept of EEE. This event will definitely facilitate knowledge
exchange and enriching learning experience for all, which in turn will help them
evolve themselves as useful tools in building world class standards in
technology.
          I wish the Team of Lakshya to have every step to create volumes of
knowledge in bringing that to all success.
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Dr. Y. Narendra Kumar
Head of the Department

EEE

Mr. G. Prakash Babu
Dean - Training and Placement

Mr.K.Shankar
Asst.Professor,Dept of EEE

Editor

The endeavor of conducting an Annual Students Meet on Lakshya is worthy
of praise for initiating and sprouting literary, technical and social zeal and
enthusiasm among the technocrats, students, scholars and teachers through
organizing a Convention held on 15 February 2020.
          Education in the field of Electrical Engineering has established new and
higher benchmarks and it is imperative to update and upgrade oneself
according to the current need. Modern learners have varying needs and
hence framing new learning styles and strategies to suit them are necessary.
          I laud the efforts of Lakshya to organize the annual convention and
thank all the students with the help of faculty members that are striving to
organize it and wish all success.

          Students Associations’ aims may involve practice and propagation
of a certain professional hobby or cause, or to promote professional
development. They play an important role in college life by bringing
together like-minded students to engage in activities the association
seeks to promote. It is always an exciting moment in life when students’
associations celebrate such occasions. In case of Lakshya, its activity
planning, execution and the outcome always look astounding.
         I strongly believe that the regular activities undertaken by “LAKSHYA”
will definitely inculcate students to be emotionally intelligent and Self-
Reliant.     
        I congratulate the team “LAKSHYA” on their flourishing and relentless
journey.

From Editor's Desk
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It is indeed a happy moment for our Electrical and Electronics Department
as the students have successfully brought out the Annual Magazine for the
year  2019 - 2020 as part of LAKSHYA 2020.
       my sincere thanks to my editorial team for the support to make this
magazine stand out.The editorial board welcomes the comments and
suggestions to improve the quality of magazine .
       I would like to thank students, teaching & non-teaching staff for your
kind & continued support in the progress of this making this magazine. 



Committee Messages

President

Co Ordinator

Vice President

Secretary

Treasurer
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Charan Sai Kola

S Durga Praveen

K Bhanu Prasad

B Venkata Ramana

Mr. K. Praveen Kumar Yadav

        It is always a pleasure to be a part of a team which strives to bring
out the talents of students and staff and congratulate the team that has
taken the initiative for producing this magazine. It is great to find a
considerable number of Content. Reading this magazine would
definitely be an inspiration and motivation for all students and staff to
contribute even more to the forthcoming issues. I hope that everyone
would continue to give their full efforts to keep the momentum and
continue to enhance the standards of the magazine. 

      I Charan Sai  feel immense pleasure, responsible to be the president
of LAKSHYA. I can say that this responsibility helped me to nurture
myself in a good way. From taking an initiative for every program to
making it a grand success I've learnt teamwork, unity. This LAKSHYA
made so much difference when compared to others because we had
freedom to put up our ideas in front of all and implemented them with
all the support. One or the other way it has been one of the reason for
my success.

       Nurturing creativity and inspiring innovation are the two keys for
successful education. I achieve these two keys as I am student vice -
president of my department (EEE) event called LAKSHYA. From taking
initiative for every event to make grand success I've learnt leadership
qualities and Team work. A time for us to reflect, work on shortcomings
and humble ourselves for all our success.

        Working for the LAKSHYA was an incredible experience throughout
my life. For the first time being a part of it is as the general secretary
and also heading the student exchange committee was an exciting
responsibility for me. In spite of studies and the hectic schedule,
organizing events for stress relief was fun for me throughout this year. I
thank my department members and all the supporting team for
assisting me.

         I feel glad to be a part of the team Lakshya and it’s my honor to act
as the treasurer for our student body. Department shaped me to be a
better person and gave me a right platform to enhance my skills. The
time i spent here is an opportunity to experience life which is more than
one can learn and get from one’s. “It would be great to go to college for
the rest of my life”

(Ph.D)



About EEE Department

       The department of electrical and electronics engineering have
started in the year 2008 with an intake of 120 students.our department
got accredited by NAAC with 'A' grade in 2017 and NBA in 2018. It is an
ever green core stream which holds and intrinsic part in Lendi institute
of engineering and technology.
 
       We have set global standards in academics to proved quantitative
and qualitative knowledge in technical education.
 
       The department of electrical and electronics engineering have
started in the year 2008 with an intake of 120 students.our department
got accredited by NAAC with 'A' grade in 2017 and NBA in 2018. It is an
ever green core stream which holds and intrinsic part in Lendi institute
of engineering and technology.
 
        We have set global standards in academics to proved quantitative
and qualitative knowledge in technical education.
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Lakshya is a platform where your dreams are brought to life and your innovation
hosts the world to expose your talents
 
lakshya - LENDI'S association of knowledgeable students with youthful arts of eee
lakshya got evoked in the year 2010 by the department of EEE,lendi institute of
engineering and technology.
       lakshya has been making an outstanding mark along these 10 years of successful
journey, the main motto of lakshya is to inculcate the practical learning habituation
to the students in order to enhance their technical,communication and leadership
skills.
       Owing to the interpersonal skills of students lakshya has never failed in making a
positive move and in accordance in this lakshya encourages each and every
Individual to explore their creative and innovative thoughts,As a part of this program
lakshya has initiated student clubs to their respective place of interest apart from
academics ,Under the lakshya student organisation the clubs initiated are technical
club, fine arts, sports, r&d, innovation and incubation,promotion and
Photography,radio and TV club lakshya itself become one of the best event to cheer
up the entity of every student .
the department of eee at lendi institute of engineering and technology is celebrating
"Lakshya 2020” on feb 15th at the college 'uthsava rangasthalam'
the various events are
 
project expo : to explore the technical and innovative ideas of all the students
ppt : to grab and present the need discoveries in electrical field and the updation
required
quiz : to access the spontaneity of every student
sports and cultural : it builds the team work and physical fitness and provides
mental relaxation 
  
 

About Lakshya
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Use this Quick Response Code (QR) code to
find out more about Department of EEE
@Lendi and copy of this magazine on your
smart phone. you just need to download any
free QR code reader onto your phone and
scan the QR code

https://www.lendieeeportal.net/blank-2



Lakshya 2019
15 &16 FEBRUARY 

Inaguration

Guest Lecture
By Sri.B.Venkatesh Garu ,Deputy Electrical Engineer, APTRANSCO 
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Project Expo

Culturals
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Autonomous Visit to
Department of Eee

01 & 02 JUNE 2019

Accredited By Accredited By

Department achievements

Achieved Nss Youth Leader
Award by Rajasekhar
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Mr. P.V.N Varma has secured
Gold Medal by being University
Topper (JNTUK) in Electrical &

Electronics Engineering
 

 
Achieved Pratibha

Award from JNTUK by
Narsinga Rao

 



Department Resources
Electrical Machines Laboratory

Electrical Measurements Lab

Power Systems Lab

Control Systems Lab

Electrical Simulation Lab
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Research and Development Lab

Basic Electronics Lab

Seminar Hall

Electrical Circuits Lab

Power Electronics Lab
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Department Initiatives
Energy Conservation Club

Technical Activity Club
It’s not job you do it’s how you do the job Abilities and knowledge needed to perform
specific tasks are learnt under the guidance of technical club in our department .our aim is to
achieve advancement in both soft skills and technical skills.
             This is a combination of people skills, social skills, communication skills, personality
traits , career attributes, social intelligence and scientific tasks. This enables each and every
student to navigate their environment, work well with others, perform well and achieve Their
goals with complementing hard skills . we have organised competitions such as tech quiz
,PPT , group discussion,debate and  jam for the future enhancement .
              Every individual are given access to learn professional ethics i.e how to confront in
interviews and deal in group discussions.

Energy conservation has became the need in present scenario . Recognising the immense
value .our department have initiated this club to propagate efficient usage of energy and to
educate other departments by conducting workshops . Simple energy saving & resource
conserving tips have been advocated ,to bring awareness .we aim to contribute towards the
society by creating responsible citizens conserve energy & natural resources .but also imbibe
and promote civic & moral values.
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R&D club is one of the newest ventures undertaken by our department to promote and
elevate the quality of education and research with in the campus.It undertakes various
initiatives such as conducting  Skill based programs for students ,inter department
compititions etc..., various training workshops ,short term courses & seminars are conducted
with latest advancements & technologies & innovations . Students play a key role in
conducting events and collaborative space for interdepartmental activities . The main vision
of this club is to introduce new technologies of learning skills and other educational
programs to ignite the minds of the youth.

Want to grab the freshly brewed content we are here...
             We act as a media for our department. We advertise the events which are going to be 
conducted with the over all information regarding the contests, events  and competitions in
our department. We promote about the events and the winners of every club through social
media. Promotions for the best clicks in photography and short films are publicize in
Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.This encourages other students in bringing up
their creative thoughts and passions voluntarily.

Research and Development Club

Cultural and Sports Club

Promotional Club
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Passionate on clicks -photography  
Tune in tune on – radio

Watch and discuss- television
Watch with your eyes and stash it in your brain …

         This is set to another level by photography .we encourage students who are passionate
on clicking miracles in their unique style. photography contests are being conducted twice
every year in a idea of exhibiting their talents to the world by promoting in social media.
          Hello all… sending our best regards to each and every one hearing to Volt18.2. this club
taps into the pulses of the department creating and curating content and playlists that is
relevant to students ,be it news , campus updates ,energy conservation tips ,current affairs
and new innovations across the world .apart from just tuning ,we want all peers to know
more about what goes behind running a successful weekend radio show i.e; guest speaker
sessions by becoming RJ for the day .
    The diverse team of volt 18.2 works relentlessly to broadcast unique content
simultaneously across the department ,creating an opportunity to unwind and bind for every
listener.

Fine Arts Club

This club provides an opportunity to the students to let their imagination run wild and
provides them to improve the way they sight to see the things in a different way .sharing
their thoughts in different aspects of promote team work .many events were held under the
fine arts club ,such as calligraphy competition,drawing ,painting ,paper crafts and
many more.it was fun ,frolic and a test of one's creativity.           

Photography, Radio & TV CLUB
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Smart Class
Every class in all department have started a concept i.e., smart class. Under this programme
we encourage every student to express and improve their soft skills. Innovative ideas can be
put on board. This helps a student to improve their communication skills and ultimately
become more persuasive when they speak. This helps in improving one’s confidence and
ensure that they become more assertive and they are more likely to feel that they can join
or even steer conservations.

Entrepreneur Development Club

This cell have formulated a scheme to step up Entrepreneurship Development of the
college to inculcate Entrepreneurship culture among st youth and equip them with the
skills, techniques and confidence to act as torch bearers of Enterprise for the new
generation. The main objective of Entrepreneurship development cell are to inculcate
Entrepreneurship qualities, to sensitize individual scenario of the state, to nurture the
Patent entrepreneurial talent, develop awareness among its members of the attitudes,
values and skills of every students in this club.

Use this Quick Response Code (QR) code to
find out more about Clubs in Department of
EEE @Lendi on your smart phone. you just
need to download any free QR code reader
onto your phone and scan the QR code

https://www.lendieeeportal.net/activities



Faculty Achievements
Patents Achieved by Faculty

N. K. Yegireddy, S. Panda, N. Gurumurthy, S. R. K.Kalamchety, K.Subbaramaiah & M. Mangaraj
“Multi input reverse Flyback Converter”,  Indian patent. Application No.201941044504, Dec.

2019.
 

Mrutyunjaya Mangaraj, Ravisankar Kampara, Biswajit Sahoo, Ashok Kumar Chahattaray, Majji
Satish and  Koyyana Srinivasa Rao, “ SMART WIND FARM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM” Indian patent.

Application No 201941054849, Jan. 2020.M. 
 

Mangaraj, K. ravisankar and A. K Chahattaray, “ Multimodality Transportation System”, Indian
patent. Application No. 201931052205, Jan. 2020.

 
Dr. Y.Narendra Kumar, V. V.Rama Reddy, T. Haribabu, V.Dhanunjay naidu, " Water Harvesting

culvert structure to recharge ground water ".
Indian patent. Application No 201941054078A, 03/01/2020

 
Dr. Y. Narendra Kumar ,Dr. Ranjan Kumar behra, Dr. Podugu srinivas Rao , B.v.s. Acharyulu ,

T. Papi Naidu, Reddi. Chiru Deepu. " Artificial Light Power Generating Solar Power Panel System
".Indian patent Application No 201941049772A 13/12/2019 

 
Dr. Y. Narendra Kumar, Dr. A. Mallikarjuna. "3D Haptic Gripper Using Magneto-Rheological (MR)

Brakes For Tele Medicine".Indian patent Application No 202041002415A , 31/01/2020
 
 

Faculty pursuing Ph.D

Mr. K. Ravi Shankar 
“Power Quality Improvement”

 JNTU, Kakinada

Mrs. P. Janaki 
“Power systems”

 LPU, Jalandhar, Punjab

Mr. K. Praveen Kumar Yadav
“Power systems”

LPU, Jalandhar, Punjab

Mr. K. Srinivasa Rao
“Hybrid Electric Vehicles”,

KL University, Vijayawada

Mr. T. Papi Naidu
“Power systems”

Annamallai  University, Tamilnadu
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          S.No                        Faculty Name                                                                          Achieved
  

         1                           T. Papi Naidu                                                                                           Elite
          2                          K.Shankar                                                                                                Elite
          3                          K.Ravi Sankar                                                                                       Elite
          4                          M. Satish                                                                                           Elite + Silver
          5                          K.Srinivasa Rao                                                                                      Elite
          6                          Y.Sumith                                                                                                  Elite
          7                          B.V.S.Acharyulu                                                                              Elite + Silver
          8                          B. Rama Vara Prasad                                                                    Elite + Silver
          9                          K.  Priyanka                                                                                     Elite + Silver
         10                        K.Srinivasa Rao                                                                  Successfully Completed
         11                        U.Sri Anjeneyulu                                                                                    Elite 
         12                        K.Anitha                                                                                                    Elite
         13                        K.Nagamani                                                                                             Elite
         14                        T.Satish Babu                                                                      Successfully Completed 
         15                        T.Venkatesh                                                                                             Elite
         16                        P. Shyam Kiran                                                                                    Elite + Silver            
         17                         K. Anitha                             Power Electronics                Successfully Completed
         18                        K. Ravi Shankar                  Academic Writing                                    Elite              
                              

NPTEL Certifications

Best Teacher Award 2019

Mr. B . V . S . Acharyulu Mr. U. Sri Anjaneyulu
Assistant ProfessorAssociate Professor
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Subject
 

Teaching and Learning
Teaching and Learning
Teaching and Learning
Teaching and Learning
Teaching and Learning
Teaching and Learning
Teaching and Learning
Teaching and Learning
Teaching and Learning
Teaching and Learning
Teaching and Learning
Teaching and Learning
Teaching and Learning
Teaching and Learning
Teaching and Learning
Teaching and Learning

(Ph.D)



Papers Published in International Journals
Mrs.P.Janaki, "Compensation of reactive power by using cascaded multi level inverter based

STATCOM",IJRAR,e-ISSN:2348-1269,p-ISSN:2349-5138&5.75,2019,International.
 

Mrs.P.Anitha, "Compensation of reactive power by using cascaded multi level inverter based
STATCOM",IJRAR,e-ISSN:2348-1269,p-ISSN:2349-5138&5.75,2019,International.

 
Mr.P.Shyam Kiran, "Compensation of reactive power by using cascaded multi level inverter

based STATCOM",IJRAR.e-ISSN:2348-1269,p-ISSN:2349-5138&5.75,2019,International.
 

Mr.K.Srinivasa rao, "Bridge less buck PFC rectifier with improved power factor", IJRASE,ISSN NO
2321-9653,2018,International.

 
Mr.B.V.S.Acharyalu, "Performance analysis of a cascade controller for conventional and

deregulated power systems",IJMS,published by Taylor&Francis.ISSN 0228-
6203,2018,International.

 
Mr.B.V.S.Acharyalu, "Analysis of MFO optimized cascade PI-PD controller with filter for AGC

system incorporating solar thermal power plant",OCAM,published by Wiley.
 

Mr.U.Sri Anjaneyulu, "Comparative analysis of fuzzy techniques for compensation of
unbalanced voltage in grid connected PMSG based wind turbine",IJRAT,E-ISSN:2321-

9637,International.
 

Mr.U.Sri Anjaneyulu, "The Impact of 3 phase soft starter controller on
asynchronous",IJSRR,ISSN:2279-0543,International.

 
Dr.Y.Narendra Kumar, "Comparative analysis of fuzzy techniques for compensation of

unbalanced voltage in grid connected PMSG based wind turbine",IJRAT,E-ISSN:2321-
9637,International.

 
Dr.Y.Narendra Kumar, "The Impact of 3 phase soft starter controller on

asynchronous",IJSRR,ISSN:2279-0543,International.
 

Mr.Satish Babu, "Comparative analysis of fuzzy techniques for compensation of unbalanced
voltage in grid connected PMSG based wind turbine",IJRAT,E-ISSN:2321-9637,International.

 
Mr.Satish Babu, "The Impact of 3 phase soft starter controller on

asynchronous",IJSRR,ISSN:2279-0543,International.
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Conference
Mr. T. Papi Naidu,Mr. K.Praveen Kumar, Mr. K. Shankar and Dr.Y.Narendra Kumar "IOT Based

Industrial Automation Using Arduino and Wi-Fi Module" , Published in International conference on smart
energy systems and electric vehicles (ICSEESEV-2020)



Student Achievements

K NAVEEN , K SAI RAM , 
D Sekhar led college cricket team

in winning District Sakshi
Premier League 2020

Dr. Y. Narendra Kumar ,Dr. Ranjan Kumar behra, Dr. Podugu srinivas Rao , B.v.s. Acharyulu , T. Papi
Naidu, Reddi. Chiru Deepu . " Artificial Light Power Generating Solar Power Panel System ".

Application No 201941049772A 13/12/2019

Patents Achieved by Student
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30 members from 4th EEE went for Internship at Andhra Pradesh Power Generation Corporation
Limited ( APGENCO ).

 
Three members of 4th year went for internship at Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited      (BHEL)

    
 Nine members from 3rd EEE went for Workshop on Java at HMI ENGINEERING SERVICES & ROBO

COUPLER TECHNO SOLUTIONS.
 

  All the 2nd year students went for visit  to Nellimarla Substation.
 

Nine students went for inter at Red solar company, Vizianagaram .
 

 3rd years students had represented our department at center of excellence in maritime and
shipbuilding(CEMS) workshop.

 
   All the 3rd year students went for visit to Maradam Substation.

 
 S.Naveen kumar of 2nd EEE has secured 1st place in epigarma E summit organised at IIT

Bubaneshwar



Academic Toppers

M KUMAR 17KD5A0220K SWETHA  17KD5A0213

 

7.95 CGPA8.25 CGPA

4th YEAR

2nd YEAR

3rd YEAR

1st YEAR

B USHA SRI  18KD1A0208
9.22 CGPA

CH RAMYA SRI 18KD1A0214
9.52 CGPA

J KAMALA  18KD5A0208
8.61 CGPA

N REVATHI  17KD1A0263
8.6 CGPA

C BHUVANESHWARI 18KD1A0256
9.58 CGPA

 M DIVYA 18KD1A0262
9.67 CGPA

P BHAVANA 18KD1A0271
9.58 CGPA

V BHAVANA 18KD1A0288
9.58 CGPA

N UMA 16KD1A0271
7.95 CGPA
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Institute of Engineers

The Institution of Engineers India is a statutory body to promote and advance the engineering and
technology.It is the largest multi-disciplinary professional body of engineers encompassing 15
engineering disciplines, and serving the nation for more than 9 decades.The IEI chapter @lendi is 
Coordinated by Mrs.P.Janaki ,Associate professor of EEE department,with an active 70 student
volunteers. The IEI chapter in Lendi has commenced in the year 2009, and has ever since continuously
contributed in the form of research and development by organizing seminars and project expo's as a
part of Engineers Day Celebrations .

LENDI

Engineers Day Celebrations 
Project Expo 14 September 2019
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Industrial Vists
APGENCO

Dr.NARLA TATA RAO THERMAL POWER STATION
4rth Years
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Maradam SubStation Visit
3rd Years

CEMS Vishakapatnam Visit
3rd Years

Garividi 220kv SubStation Visit
2nd Years
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Teachers day Celebrations 2019
05 SEPTEMBER 2019

Guest Lectures
07 february 2020

Seminar on Operation and Maintanence of Power Plant

Best Teacher Award 2019

Mr. B . V . S . Acharyulu Mr. Anjaneyalu
Assistant ProfessorAssociate Professor
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Femina Wing

Sankranthi sambharalu 2020 By Femina Wing

On ‘International Women’s Day’, 8th March, 2010, ‘Femina Wing’ took its shape at Lendi with
the entire female faculty as its members. The vision of the wing is to create a positive spirit
among the girl students and drive them towards a right path.
Various activities conducted in our department:

Fruits day : To make a habit of healthy diet.
Motivational sessions : To empower the attitude of the girl students.

Cultural events : To make aware of the Indian tradition.
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Alumni Messages

It's been a wonderful journey I had in the college but at the same
time after I came to workplace it's all new experience. What we learn
doesn't make much impact on what we do but the qualities we have
in our college will definitely effect us in workplace. Teamwork play a
very important role when it comes to IT Industry, taking a initiative in
everything will help us to grow in IT. 
      But all of that can come if we have that qualities and experience
with leadership, teamwork, honest. That can happen in college only
,Take time to invest in these things which can make your next era of
life a little easier. Apart from that one quality which always helps you
is being responsible for what you do and always introspecting
yourself when you are in a team.

Being an Electrical engineer my interests and hobbies passionate me
towards pursuing Masters. Currently a Master student in Technische
University Chemnitz, Germany I am doing my Master thesis at
Fraunhofer Gesellschaft (Europe's largest Research Institute).
 
The experiences and tasks at the Dept. Of EEE, Lendi dwelled me in
doing fascinating things and dived me as on viewing the world with
different eye. The Labs especially in Our dept. has a great impact on
my career building which in turn showed the best path in making up
the new and innovative things

 Surya Phaniharam
 15KD1A0278

2015 - 2019

 M Mahesh Kumar
 14KD1A0242

2014 - 2018

 P Surya kannan
 12KD1A0272

2012 - 2016

As I say Culture, here comes my college LENDI a Culture of
experience and empowerment.Added to this culture, my department
EEE is the best part which i choose to build my career.In my journey
of 3 years in  my department EEE, it showed me the  best path and
helped me in learning and achieving of knowledge and rich qualities
as a student to lead my steps towards a successful carrer. I can say
my faculty members of entire college are the best for sharing their
knowledge and encouraging a student when needed. Their guidance
helps a lot for our growth .Finally I can proudly say that my college
"Lendi Institute of Engineering and Technology" is a hub for a
successful career.
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Press clippings
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Articles Section
    
           On a fine day, in a room filled with nervousness and cries of a lady EVERYONE ONE IS PRAYING
FOR A MIRACLE TO HAPPEN, AND Out of the silent night  a small cry turned the place the opposite,
into a blissful place . Don’t be excited this story is not about the kid but about a salient personality and
a goddess in everyone’s life. In the mob of happy faces, one smile stood out of everyone’s... Glowing
like Sirius ,the 9 months torment just faded, Just as the moment she took the baby into the hands
filled with warmth and with a heart full of emotion.
           Every small step the baby took has been a moment of triumph for her, and the little words her
baby spoke made her day, In her life of very little resources, She never hesitated in providing the best
for her baby. In the days passed the little steps grew bigger and started to go to school, in order to
create a good path for her child’s career and for providing her son with better things, She set herself in
a painful path of leaving the child for studies with his uncle and went on to help her partner in sharing
his work load. Even though suffering has been her daily client, the only thing mattered for her is his
son, Every night she wept in silent thinking about her child  and on one fine day, in the habit of crying
alone missing his parents, the boy shouted on her mother for leaving him alone, that none care for
him and none are there for him, these words did hit the mother’s heart deep down, even though she
accused herself with all the lapses, the fights between   hasn’t stopped and had reached a greater
heights of misunderstanding, the family turned down everything the boy rudely behaved, as they still
know deep down that everything the boy has done was due to the absence of his   mother’s love
Understanding the boys feelings, the mother never hesitated in joining the boy in any situation the
boy needed mother the most. just for seeing a smile on her child’s face and directed him on a better
path whenever he is misleading from the right path. And for the boy, his mother smile is not even a
compare to billions of smiles put together, and being near to her made him feel in safe hand has
special day of the year was not his birthday but his mother’s, as he gets a chance of meeting her
mother and spending and celebrating with her left him more memories than another days in his life,
her promise of being with her son till death tear them apart. Till date ,she thrived to see his bay smile
and wept when he cried when he failed, everything the mother teached her son put him in a race to
success, her love from his small steps to his bigger walks of life her love never faded away. In
everyone's life there will be a special person their presence gives strength happiness but in their
absence it’s difficult to stay and makes the bond strong. 
           Don’t loose the one who cares and don't judge them for small things because a simple word can
destroy a strong relation... Loving someone and being loved by someone was not a great thing
because if you are good when u love a person u will get it but "loving someone who hates u and being
loved by someone who never loved u will be the great thing".
            
            Finally,"Amma" I have started writing these lines with a smile on my face but I don’t know how
to  end this because tears in my eyes doesn’t when to stop.

Meri Maa

M Hemanth Varma  16KD1A0263
IV EEE B
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Be yourself 
I'm different ,

I've always been different!
Never fitting in,

Or having any friends .
They call me "The nerd,"

 But I've gotten used to it.
But, that don't mean it doesn't hurt. 

I'm  always the oddone out,
Cast aside in my times of need,
Not treated like a human-being!
Shunned,picked on, and lonely, 

That's me!  But hopefully some day, 
Someday SOON..... 

I'LL be accepted  for BEING MYSELF!!
'Cause no one could replace me..... EVER!!

B Pradeep Yadav 
 16KD1A0205
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“FRIENDSHIP IS LIKE A BOOK.
 IT TAKES A FEW SECONDS TO BURN, BUT IT TAKES YEARS TO WRITE”

 
‘FRIEND’: One word, Six letters, Hundreds of emotions,

Thousands of feelings, Millions of jokes, Billions of insults and finally Undetermined
love. I wonder how strangers becomes so close with this purest relationship. A
friend is a person who is capable of loving irrespective of whether he is being

loved or not. Friendship can exist between the same sex or opposite sex.
Generally, friendship exists for 3 reasons: VIRTUE: When virtue is the reason,
friendship exists for the sake of friendship; where both like each other and

cherish each other for some creditable values in the other’s personality.
USEFULNESS: A friendship of the second kind is formed for the utilitarian value

of it. PLEASURE: Friendship of the third kind is formed essentially on account
of the pleasure the relationship is capable of giving. Now the most important

question arises: Which one of these three is good? It’s more important to chose
friends who will always be on our side even in our darks times so that this

relationship cannot be drifted apart because friend and friendship is a package
of feelings where nobody can “Make it” , “Break it” or “Explain it”.

Yeshwanth Killari
 16KD1A0249
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Spread The CultureMore HipHop dances are come from the underground street
dance only. No matter what the style you dance just dance, just spread the culture.
There are many styles that people does not knows   ( Popping, Breakdance
, Contemporary, Lyrical, Freestyle , waking , Jazz ,etc.) these all dances styles are the
roots of HipHop. The more you groove for the music and dance improves your
body to get free. Just go with the vibes and spread the culture everywhere.

 Let’s go!! Let’s go!!

Spread the Culture

B Venkatesh
16KD1A0212
IV EEE A
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Junk Food

We   all   came   as   strangers , Some   were   friends   before    ,Some   found   friends   here   
  In   these   few   long   years,   We   all   experienced   the,   Love,   friendship,   pain,   jealousy 

 and   what   not.     
Bunking   the   boring   lectures   were   the   best,    Pulling   each   other’s   hair   Having   lunch 

 hiding   from   lecturers    And   sleeping   during   class   meant   to   be   awesome.   
We   fought   with   each   other   often.   But   never   let   others   mess   with   us.   

Dating   someone   and   getting   ditched,    And   cursing   him/her   with   our   friends   filled 
 anger   and   laughter.   

Lunch   date   with   these   idiots   is   happiness,   Tableful   of   dishes   and   heart   filled   with 
 love.   

Getting   ready   for   the   programmes   and   clicking   pictures   the   whole   day   will   remain 
 memorable.   

Excursion   made   permanent   memory   to   our   heart.   It   is   temporary   escape   from   the 
 real   world   to   our   own   world.    

In   the   end,   We   made   memories,   We   became   one,   
We   are   a   family 

We are a Family

The day when we come out of mother`s womb. It   is very painful physically for a
mother but at the same time the equivalent mental pain is experienced by only one
person, FATHER.
 When he hears his girl’s first cry his heart smiles, blossoms like a flower on a bright
sunny day   in a garland and when he takes her in his hands he just praises the
adorable beauty of god. 
What not….. He works his sweat out and would from stream of river only to make his
child  happy. He is only one to read our faces and keep the things in  front of us. By
taking up all the pain he return gives us all the happiness. But to my surprise he just
acts like he does nothing for us and he says that he wants us to reach pinnacles of
our life and always smile on our face.
But in case of   a girl child she is just a   darling for his dad. A princess came from
heaven .When they are to be married because it’s the hardest part for the father to
send his   princess away. He is the one who doesn’t care about society but the only 
thing he can look his child’s life and give them best future.

RESPECT YOUR  FATHER…..!
DEDICATED  TO  EVERY FATHER……!

Super Hero

  Y Manasa 
 17KD1A02A1
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   S Jahnavi  
19KD1A0276
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D Karthik Varma
 16KD1A0224
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Recently, I came across an article by a distinguished friend of mine. It was concerning fast
food. However, I am afraid, my friend was writing about the elders. He was rightly annoyed
at the habit of elders of always giving some unwanted advice at an unwanted time and in
unwelcome tone. I would suggest that we should evaluate the advice on its own merit. Fast
food is unhygienic. That's why its popular name is junk food.It is generally full of pesticides
and perfumes. Both of them are harmful for our health. Moreover, they make us obese.
Fast food makes our lives move slow. We know that our capacity to eat is not unlimited.
Therefore, if we eat junk food, we cannot eat healthy food. If we take soft drinks, we cannot
drink milk. Thus fast food causes double injury. I would therefore suggest my friends that
this advice about the fast food must be heeded, irrespective of the tone that brings it. One
last word, the tone of the writer is rude and unworthy of being spoken to one's elders. I am
afraid this is the ill-effect of the fast food which he has been consuming.
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Once upon a time a small boy had gone to his village festival ,there the  boy asked to
a balloon vendor ... uncle,if you leave this green balloon will fly?

The vendor said yes ...
And that blue balloon ?

The vendor said of course yes...
And that white balloon ?

The vendor said yes...
Then the vendor said to the boy ,hey kid ,look it's not the outside colour of the

balloon that matter's ,it is what is inside the balloon that air , that gas ,that matter's
and the same thing is true with us also.

The outlook & colour is not important .what driven us from inside that matter's...
everyone knows that what kind of morals we brought up.those values will always

driven us ....so that's the real attitude...
NEVER EVER LOOSE THAT...

Attitude is Everything

We are on the earth and enjoying in a peaceful manner with a different situations
and different aspects, we are pursuing such a biggest and honorary professional
studies and all. These success are happening in our life still because of our mother
only.Without her we are nothing on this mother planet i.e. Earth.                                    
   She lifted our body of weighing 10kg throughout 9 months. She had suffered a lot
of struggle outside when we are inside of her wound. Every person either it is boy or
a girl should come from mother wound only that much she will sacrifice her life to
born a baby. If our fathers scolds on us she will cry instead of us inside her heart. The
love showing by our mother is such a genuine and wholehearted, sincere. 
     For example if we won’t eat dinner at night time she will also won’t eat because if
we are feeling bad inner and outer our mother’s heart will also melts. By that time
she never for us. Such a kind hearted person in the universe is none other than our
mother only. Simply without mother we are nothing and without her there is no
universe only.
  “So never scold’s mother in bad way   because the only person in the earth who
changes us in good way even we are going in bad way is mother only……so please
respect your live goddess”

First God in our Life

B Praveen Patnaik 
 18KD1A0209
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K Yashoda Krishna 
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k Jayanth Babu 
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��డు� నమ�డం త�� �దు �� ��� �ండు �టలు ఉప�సం ఉం�� ,�కు��ంధ� ఒక
�� ణం బ����,గు� చుటూ�  అనుకున� �క� ప��రం ప�ద��లు ��� �� మన నమ�కం �లపడదు

మనకు మం� జరగదు అనుకు�ంత నమ�కం ఉండటం �త�ం త��.
 

మనం �� ప�� ప�� బరు� అను�కుం� �ధ�త అనుకు�వ� ఎందుకం� 
బరు� అ���� వ���� ం ��  

అ� �ధ�త అ���� ఎంత బరు�న ��స�ం
 

మన  �ద� �రణం మన ద�ద�ం అ��� �� మన ప�క�న ఉన� �ళ� ఎదుగుదల �కూడదు.
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In present society , every work gets a man to do it.but the society is making him wors
out of it due to some criteria like talent or eligibility .
Incourse ,he should be given a chance first . Instead of sneering or making fun of that
, he couldn't do or it doesn't suit him ,had anyone supported him saying to do what
he like , saying we are with you ?
Actually isn't it enough for a man to keep his heart and soul to do a particular work
without talent .Do everyone have that by birth? Even you are grown to be such
talented by trying yourselves.
Today , Many people in our country remained unemployed due to that reason , but
worse says often because of no talent.
Talent is not someone's own at all... it's everyone's hard earned.

Talent is not the Criteria

"SOMEBODY TRAVEL BY GOLDENSHIP ,
 SOMEBODY TRAVEL BY SILVERSHIP,
SOMEBODY TRAVEL BY JUMBLESHIP ,

BUT I TRAVEL BY FRIENDSHIP."
 
Friendship is a combination of affection,loyality,love, respect and trust .it helps us in
dealing with stress ,to make better lifestyle choices.that keep us stronge.A role of a
true friend is when he/she is in your back when things are going very wrong in your
life.A true friend is someone who neither leads not follows ,but walks with you.
LOOSING A FRIEND is like loosing your TONGUE . So be friendly in nature with
everyone . Ultimately a real friend is the one who walks in when the rest of the world
walks out ....

Friendship

              A real friend who loves in all times like a brother who borns to help in. Time
of need .The most trusted and meaning full relationship in this World is
friendship.where  He that takes an ingenuous liberty to tell others of their faults, and
rebukes them freely, when need requires, to their face, is a better friend, a more
valuable, though, perhaps, he may please less, than he who hath more of the passion
of love in his heart.the soft nature of such friends as will not use the privilege which
friendship gives them, in admonishing their friends with freedom and confidence, as
well of their errors as of their danger.”.
               Also they will never leave us alone and they supports,gudies & encourages us
even we doesn't get that from. Our elders neighbours and parents. Faithful are the
wounds of a friend; but the kisses of an enemy are deceitful. Faithful are the wounds
of a friend....The kisses of an enemy are deceitful.Rather,  plentiful,  showered upon
one, but all meaningless....
Finally the friends provide building blocks for character, personality and effort.

Friendship

Vijay Kumar 
 17KD5A0229
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M Jeevan Sagar 
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   S Harshitha 
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       in many different ways
With smiles of warm affection,
    with words of loving praise,

 With looks of trust and tenderness,   
   moments of deep sharing,

   And countless little gestures that reminds you someone’s caring,  
     With honesty and tactfulness  

  in the things they say and do
Yes, friends make life more beautiful, 

   if they’re special friends like you!

Friends make life more beautiful

K Jai sai
16KD1A0241
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 A Akhil 
 16KD1A0201
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love. I wonder how strangers becomes so close with this purest relationship. A
friend is a person who is capable of loving irrespective of whether he is being

loved or not. Friendship can exist between the same sex or opposite sex.
Generally, friendship exists for 3 reasons: VIRTUE: When virtue is the reason,
friendship exists for the sake of friendship; where both like each other and

cherish each other for some creditable values in the other’s personality.
USEFULNESS: A friendship of the second kind is formed for the utilitarian value

of it. PLEASURE: Friendship of the third kind is formed essentially on account
of the pleasure the relationship is capable of giving. Now the most important

question arises: Which one of these three is good? It’s more important to chose
friends who will always be on our side even in our darks times so that this

relationship cannot be drifted apart because friend and friendship is a package
of feelings where nobody can “Make it” , “Break it” or “Explain it”.

Individuality

People who work hard sometimes feel that they weren’t able to achieve their set
goal. Smart workers attain their goals faster through proper time management.A

simple way to turn hard work into smart work is by understanding the aftermath of
the process. If a person keep on working continuously without any reliable results,
then they should consider working smartly. Rather than focusing all the attention
on just the work, think about all the alternatives that can be undertaken to do the

same amount of work in less time. Set deadlines and goals that they should achieve
in a set timeframe and prioritize the important tasks first. This way you will not

waste a lot of time on unimportant things.BY: B.V.V. Adithya

HardWork vs SmartWork

B V V Adithya 
16KD1A0218
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Friend ship : A never ending bond which not even death can prevail 
 

Friend : Is one who does not let soul leave your body,even when success leaves
you  or failures lures you world may fall apart

,person whom you love .,..may leave you ..a friend pushes your back,past on
your shoulder .shows you the way...and makes you walk a head .if you would

think about any bond that is there in this universe this bond is universally
known as friend ship 😍

              In difficult times ,friendship brings you cheer friendship is the
strength.friendship gives you strength at your pitfalls. D Arundathi 

16KD1A0223
IV EEE A

I would like to put forward my thoughts of what i meant. Though we are lucky
enough to be born as Human beings but how many of us behave like Humans. First
of all let me put forward that Humans are the only species from 84000 which
universe has that has the  to think and remember and has the capacity to do good
and show our gratitude towards the creator. But contrary to that we are most
destructive species of this universe. We try to destroy every thing around us for our
mere existence. We are supposed to be more understanding and generous but we
are exactly contrary to that. We want kill animals and Birds for our benefits to eat
and also for various needs and hunger. We are bestowed with this power to do good
things and should be “Protector than an destroyer.” Humans being needs to be more
matured and conservative they need to help and love each and every thing in the
universe but how may do that. There are many good Humans who do this but my
question in what is the percentage of these Humans who are good
I would suggest we need to practice “Unconditional Love” This is the most powerful
weapon anybody can have.
Where you we go and what ever we do we need to give “Unconditional Love” The
problem with most Human Being is we take every thing for granted. We have always
learned to exist, Human being must learn is to Co-Exist.We generally try to push
others to create a space of our self. We generally try to remove others and their the
problems starts If any one is there and we are trying to displace that person that is
what the science of “Shiv Yog” is.
Rather than trying to displace the person try to co-exist. We need to learn to Co-
exist. We should not destroy other living things and displace for our very existence.
The nature is so beautifully designed for every one to exist and live peacefully.
Out of 84000 species only Humans earn and still we die of Hunger, and almost of
other species get their food and fulfill their Hunger. What a tragedy isn’t it?
The trend is Humans wants to exist by destroying others.
We need to start practicing un-conditional love too all the trees, plants, animals,
nature and fellow Humans.Start giving unconditional love to everything in and
around us. And live with the attitude of gratitude.
Try not just exist but co-exist. This is a very powerful energy which will attract every
one into your life.
we can become very powerful and we will find that everybody will start loving us.
“Maiti Bhav” We will not be emitting the energy of fear. We will be emitting the
energy of Loving Kindness. We will be emitting the energy of Unconditional love.
You will find every war/fight is only because there is fear. Fear in the mind of others
they will become offensive, but when you create the feeling of love, from every pore
of you, every particle of you should only emit the vibration of unconditional love.
Try practicing this. You will see miracles happening in your life.

Being Human

Y Bharat Kumar 
16KD1A0209
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On the summer afternoon 47 years ago, George Reddy, a young research scholar, walked down the
University, greeting his friends. Wearing a pair of blue jeans, a black and brown stripped shirt, a dark
brown leather belt and Hawaii chappals. A little later, his body lay on staircase of the hostel, a stream
of blood gushing down. Stabbed multiple times by a group of assailants- a knife was plunged into his
kidney from behind, another into his abdomen, buttocks, and finally one into his heart - George died
that day, but continues to live in campus lore.
          But who is George Reddy ? George Reddy who is a research student in physics at Osmania
University. Born in Palakkad, Kerala to the Leela Varghese and Raghunath Reddy. Due to his father’s
Profession traveled and studied at Kollam, Chennai, Warangal and finally ended up his life at
Hyderabad.George completed his SSC from St.Paul’s high school, intermediate and B.Sc from Nijam
college. After completing his B.Sc, George joined M.Sc in the year 1967 at Osmania university. George
got restricted from the university for 3 years because of a clash against Srinivas Reddy and got into a
non – bailable offence. Because of some external forces, George got out from the offence and
completed his M.Sc and received a gold medal. After completing his M.Sc, George applied for PhD in
the university. But none of the professors came forward to guide George because of his talent. At last
A professor from astronomy department came forward to guide. George had many offers from the
top universities, he used to attend those interviews and rejected all of them. In those days, the higher
class people used to suppress the lower class people and George fought against it and the leaders,
Student bodies who had encouraged it. This led to formation of Progressive and Democratic Students
Union(PDSU).
George Reddy inspired by the Soweto student revolt against the apartheid in South Africa, Student
Upsurge in France, Emerging Black Panthers movement in the U.S started fighting at Naxalbari and
Srikakulam which are important political events of those times. Under PDSU, George fought against
many social issues. He fought to give importance to all the students irrespective of the caste. He
fought to give scholarships to all the eligible candidates.
              He was highly respected by his fellow students not only for his academic excellence but for his
social sense and his fight against the politically powered devils and bureaucrats. He was also elected
as student leader at Osmania. But he was opposed by them. George always believed these famous
words “Jeena Hai tho marnaseekho, Kadam Kadam par ladnaseekho” were an inspiration for too many
students and leaders. George Reddy never cared for threats from student bodies opposing him,
politicians who were pissed off by his following on-campus and by goons who thought he was a threat
to their business. He was a one-man army and a man of action.On 14th of April, The Osmania
University Engineering college campaign was in full swing and when he was brutally killed by
communal forces at Engineering college Hostel-1. George was sure to win the assembly elections but
to everyone’s shock, he was brutally murdered by
          Jan Shang opposition activist on campus. There was for sure a huge political force that planned
and executed this murder with the help of a very huge mod in broad daylight. His followers and
professors always remember that if he had continued his researches in Theoretical Physics, he would
surely have gone on to win a Nobel Prize.The great leaders like Bhagat Singh, Che Guevara and
George will always remain in history forever.

The Cult of George Reddy

D Pavan Kalyan  16KD1A0220
IV EEE A
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